‘When we assume …’

A commentary on the assumptions underlying the empowerment approach to diabetes care and education

I welcome the opportunity to comment on the thought provoking article about the assumptions underlying the empowerment approach in this issue. I will discuss each assumption below.

First, the article asserts that the empowerment approach assumes ‘… that all or even most health care professionals (HCPs) … are themselves able, willing and consciously in favour of dropping the traditional medical model … for the opportunity to work as equal partners with their patients’. In our article about the barriers adopting the empowerment approach we discuss the deep hold of the traditional medical approach on most HCPs and the challenges of adopting a new paradigm.

Second, the empowerment approach assumes that ‘… the role of HCPs is simply (my emphasis) seen as helping patients acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to make well informed choices about their diabetes self-management.’ Actually, the empowerment approach is much more patient-centered and collaborative. What we stated in the article cited was ‘the role of the health professional is to help patients make informed decisions to achieve their goals and overcome barriers through education, appropriate care recommendations, expert advice and support.’

Third, the empowerment approach assumes that ‘… responsibility for these patients’ health outcomes lies fully and wholly with patients themselves.’ While we believe that patients are responsible for the consequences of their decisions a variety of people such as policy makers, insurers, health professionals, employers and family members also make decisions that can affect patients’ health outcomes. The quote used to support the above assertion is professionals need to give up feeling responsible for their patients’. Rather, we advocate that professionals need to give up feeling responsible for their patients and become responsible to them. Diabetes care then becomes a collaboration between equals.

Fourth, the empowerment approach assumes ‘… that HCPs have communicated information about diabetes care in such a way … that patients/recipients … can receive it successfully, understand it well and remember it … patients and HCPs alike will have a sound knowledge base … and will … be equal partners in the decision making about diabetes self-care.’ Although we believe this is desirable, we do not suggest it reflects the way things are now. Empowerment is a work in progress, which is why we devote our time to improving education, providing professionals with the knowledge and skills to employ the empowerment approach and, through articles, promoting its adoption.

Fifth, the empowerment approach assumes ‘… that once communicated, knowledge relating to self-care will be understood and remembered by patients.’ We believe that short-term interventions do not usually produce long-term results, which is why our recent research focuses on the development of long-term self-management support systems.

Sixth, we agree with the authors’ description of the problems associated with patients’ faulty memories and cognitive deficits, but these problems are not unique to empowerment, they pose barriers to effective health care, no matter what approach is used.

Seventh, the empowerment approach assumes that ‘… the patient is able and willing to take on responsibility for their diabetes and be an equal partner in the decision making surrounding the management of their illness.’ Empowerment is patient-centered care: providing patients with what they want and need. We encourage patients to tell us about aspects of the self-management plan that did not fit well with their lifestyle and we view discussion of possible revisions as collaborative care.
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